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Abstract. Using Stroh's formalism, plane problems of anisotropic elasticity are
turned into the boundary value problems of holomorphic functions. A general method
is presented for solving the boundary value problems. The displacement and the stress
boundary value problems of an anisotropic body in an elliptical region are solved.

1. Introduction. The general solution to the class of problems in anisotropic materi-
als in which the displacement and hence the stress are independent of the a^-coordinate
in a rectangular coordinate system was first obtained by Eshelby et al. [1]. This was
extended by Stroh [2] who subsequently developed a powerful six-dimensional theory of
dislocations and surface waves in anisotropic solids [3]. Stroh's theory has been further
developed by Barnett and his co-workers in a series of papers [4-8]. An excellent review
article on the theory of surface waves in anisotropic elastic materials was given by Chad-
wick and Smith [9]. Recent advances in the theory allow us to present certain aspects of
the solutions in a real form [10-26].

Stroh's formalism transfers the stress or the displacement boundary value problems of
a general anisotropic material to boundary value problems of holomorphic functions in a
given region. Suo [18] solved several crack problems of holomorphic vector functions in
terms of Hilbert problems. The purpose of this paper is to give another general method
for solving the boundary value problems of the holomorphic vector functions, which are
met in two-dimensional anisotropic elasticity. Then we apply the general method to some
special problems. In Sec. 2 Stroh's formalism is outlined. Of several different notations
found in the literature, we follow the notation employed in Ting [11]. In Sec. 3 the
general method is given for solving the boundary value problems of holomorphic vector
functions. In Sec. 4 a conformal mapping from an ellipse to an annulus is introduced.
In Sec. 5, using the general methods of Sees. 2 and 3 the stress and the displacement
boundary value problems of an ellipse of an anisotropic material are solved.
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Finally, in the Appendix the existence of inverses of some matrices is proved. It is
important for the completeness of our paper. Inverses of some similar matrices were also
met in [27], but their existence was not proved.

2. The Stroh formalism. In a fixed rectangular coordinate system xt (i = 1,2,3),
let Ui,aij be the displacement and stress, respectively. Assuming that it,; (i = 1,2,3)
depend on X\ and x2, by the Stroh formalism, the general solution of two-dimensional
anisotropic elasticity can be written in matrix notation (see Ting [11]) as

u = AF(z) + AF(z), (2.1)

V? = BF(z)+BF(z), (2.2)

and
F (z) = (F1(z1),F2(z2),F3(z3))t, (2.3)

za=xx+pax2 (a =1,2,3), (2.4)

where u = (ui,u2,u3)r and the superscript T stands for the transpose. In (2.1)—(2.4),
A and B are 3x3 matrices, and pa (a = 1,2,3) are complex constants, which are
dependent on elastic constants. It is proved that pa in (2.4) cannot be real if the strain
energy is positive. In (2.2), tp = (ipi, <p2, <fi3)T is a stress function vector, i.e.,

(Til = cri2 = ipiti {i — 1,2,3) (2.5)

where a comma stands for differentiation. More generally, if r is the surface traction at
a point on a curved boundary,

<">

where s is the arc length along the curved boundary in the direction such that the region
is located on the left-hand side [2] when one faces the direction of increasing s.

Thus, for the problem of two-dimensional anisotropic elasticity, what we need to do is
to find a holomorphic vector function F(z) that satisfies a given boundary condition. In
the next section, we will give a general method to find the holomorphic vector function
F(*).

3. Boundary value problems of holomorphic vector functions. Let T be a
simple contour, fi+ and Q the interior and the exterior of T. Let the positive direction
on T be such that fl+ remains on the left. The contour T will not be included in f2+ or

Further, let
9{t) = 9i(t) + ig2(t)

be a continuous function given on F.
Consider the question as to whether g[t) can be the boundary value of some function

F{Q), holomorphic in f2+, where reference here is, of course, to boundary values as £ —> t
from f2+. It is easily seen that, in general, it is impossible if the continuous function g(t)
is otherwise arbitrary. But, there is the following lemma [28].
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Fig. 1

Lemma. A necessary and sufficient condition for a continuous function g(t), given on F,
to be the boundary value of some function F(C), holomorphic in Q+, is

——: (£ ^ dt = 0 (for all ( in (3-1)
27n Jr t ~~ C

and

no-hm- (Cinn+)- (3-2)
In two-dimensional anisotropic elasticity we will study the following type of boundary

value problems of a holomorphic vector function:

BF(£) + BF(t) = 2gi(t)c (t on T), (3.3)

where

and Fa (a = 1,2,3) are holomorphic in some region Q, B is a constant matrix, c a
constant vector, and gi(t) a known real function. Using the preceding lemma yields

Theorem. The holomorphic vector solution F(£) in Q+ of Eq. (3.3) is

fk)=<2hl9liV-?it)dt)B~'c Kin!!+) (3-4>
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where ( ) is a diagonal matrix, the elements of which are the values of £ = (1,(2,(3 (also
see the second equation of (4.7)), and the real function <72^) to be determined satisfies
the following condition:

1 / 9i{t) + m(t)dt = Q ^for all ^ .n ^ ^
27Tl Jy t — £

Proof. Let ( —> t £ T from in (3.4). Since the condition (3.5) holds, the lemma
may be used. Thus we can obtain

F (t) = (9i(0 + (3.6)

From (3.6) it is easy to know that F(£) in (3.4) satisfies the boundary condition (3.3).
So far it has been assumed that the region Sl+ is simply-connected. However, the pre-

ceding lemma and theorem can be extended to the case when the region f2+ is multiply-
connected. For simplicity assume that the region f2+ is doubly-connected, and bounded
by two simple closed contours T1 and T2. The region inside the contour T1 and the region
outside the contour r2 are denoted and f22 (Fig. 1), respectively. Thus the lemma
and the theorem still hold if we write Fi + r2 for T and Qf + fi2 f°r ^ •

4. Conformal mapping from an ellipse to an annulus. Let the boundary L of
an anisotropic ellipse G be given by

z = x 1 + ix2 — acostp + ib sini/j

where a and b are the major and minor semi-axes, respectively, and ip is a real parameter.
In the zQ-plane, the corresponding ellipse is Ga, and its boundary is

La: za = X\ + paX2 — acosip + Pabsmtp.

Consider the mapping

= |{(a — ipab)(a + (a + ipai>)" not summed (4.1a)

or

= + (4 lb)
a — ipQb

Equation (4.1) transforms the ellipse Ga in the za-plane to an annulus in the £Q-plane,

ft+: Pa < |CI < 1 (4-2)

where

Pa = y/\\t/Xa\, (4.3)

A +=a + ibpa X~ — a — ibpa. (4.4)
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It has been shown [24] that pa < 1. We see that the two points yjAjj\a^ and

yf.Xt/Xae- ~1^ in the £-plane correspond to the same point yjAj/Xa cos ip in the de-
plane. After conformal mapping (4.1), the holomorphic function Fa{(^a) should satisfy
the connected condition,

Fa (yJxt/Xae^ = Fa (^X+/X«e^ . (4.5)

The holomorphic vector function F(£) in the annulus may be expanded in a Laurent
series

7l= + 00

F(C) = £ (Cn)A!!q„ (4.6)
n=—oo

where
A- = (Aj~,AJ,A^~) = al- ibP,

(n= diag(Cr,C2",C3n), (4.7)
P = diag (pi,p2,p3).

Substitution of the series (4.6) into the connected condition (4.5) yields

AZnq-n = A>n (4.8)

where
A+ = (A+,A+,A+) = aI + ibP. (4.9)

5. The ellipse subject to prescribed tractions. Consider the ellipse that is
subject to an arbitrarily prescribed traction r{ip) on the boundary L. Let

OO

p{ip)r{ip) = s0 + 2i ^2 n(snVn - sn(T~n) (5.1)
n= 1

where

p{ip) = \Ja2 sin2 ip + b2 cos2 ip, a = j*,

and sn are known complex constant vectors. Assume that the loading r{ip) is in equilib-
rium over the boundary, i.e.,

[ p(ip)T(i/>)dip = 0, (5.2)
Jo

[■■>!>
/ p{ip)r{ip) x r{ip) ■ kdip = 0, (5.3)

Jo
where k is the unit vector in the a^-direction and r{ip) the position vector

r{ip) = {a cos ip, b sin ip, 0)T.

Substituting (5.1) into (5.2) and (5.3), one yields

So = 0, 6Resj1) = oImsj2\ (5.4)
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where Si = (sjX\ s^,2', S33')T and Re stands for the real part.
Integrating both sides of (2.6) along the boundary L and using the formula ds =

p(ip)dip, we obtain

<P(v) = ~ [ P(V0T(VW- (5-5)
Jo

Substituting (2.2), (5.1), and (5.4)i into the left side and right side of (5.5), respectively,
we obtain

OO

BF(a) + BFV) = -2^(s„£r™+sncr-n). (5.6)
n=1

In the derivation of (5.6) the condition So = 0 is used; otherwise, there would be a
nonperiodic term in (5.6). Using the theorem in the preceding section, from (5.6) we
know

OC

F(u) = -B1 X>na" + s na~n) + jB_1g((j), (5.7)
n= 1

where the real function g(cr) is to be determined. Let

OO

ig(a) = ^(knan - kna~n) (5.8)
n= 1

where the complex constant k„ is to be determined. Substitution of (5.7) and (5.8) into
(3.5) for the doubly-connected region f2+ in Fig. 1 yields

{hi +
+ {wifr A+q" + i = ° (5'9)

(for all £ in $7]" and f2^~).

When ( is in from (5.9) we obtain

A™ q„ + B-1(—sra + kn) — 0. (5.10)

When C is in , from (5.9) we obtain

A™qn + B_1(—sn — k„) = 0. (5.11)

Solving for kn from (5.10),
kn = —BA"qn + sn. (5.12)

Substituting (5.12) into (5.11) yields

BA™ qn + B A™ q„ = 2s„. (5.13)

Taking the conjugation of (5.13), we have

BA1q„ + BA"qn = 2sn. (5.14)
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Equations (5.14) and (5.13) may be written

BA1 B A+
BA™ BAl 2s„ (5.15)

Eliminating qn in (5.15) gives

Knq„ = -2i(A"B 1sn-A"B 1s„), (5.16)

where
Kn = A™ (iB_1B)A™ - A™ («B_1B)A™. (5.17)

In the Appendix we will prove that the coefficient matrices Kn are nonsingular for n > 2.
Thus from (5.15) or (5.16) the constant vectors qn (n > 2) can be solved.

For n = 1, (5.14) and (5.13) or (5.15) become

f BA_qi +BA+qj = 2s j,

1 BA+qi + B A_qx = 2si.

Noticing (4.7) and (4.9), we have from (5.18)

J a(Bqj + BqJ = sx +sx,
I i6(BPq1 + BPqj) = -(si -Ii),

or
r Re(Bqj) = ^ Re s,,
I Re(BPqj) = £lmsi,

For the stress function <p, the n = 1 term denoted by ip\ is

(5.18)

(5.19)

(px = 2ReB(z)qi, (5.20)

which corresponds to a constant stress state. Using (5.19), the stress function (5.20)
becomes

<Pi = Resi — Imsi, (5-21)
a b

which gives the constant stress

(5,2,I (*) 2 r> (l)I cri2 = </?i,i = i Resi >

where <pi — (t^1', <^2\ <£>'j3^)T. Since a\2 = 021, (5.22) leads to (5.4)2. (Note: The
conditions that the resultant moments in the x\- and ^-directions vanish are not nec-
essary for the existence of a solution to the problem. Similar situations were found for
anisotropic elastic wedges subject to a concentrated couple [13] and for the anisotropic
elastic semi-infinite strip [25].)

The solution of the displacement boundary value problem of an anisotropic ellipse is
similar to the stress boundary value problem if we replace the matrix B by A in the
section.
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6. Discussion and concluding remarks. Stroh's formalism transfers boundary
value problems of a general anisotropic material to boundary value problems of holomor-
phic functions in a given region. We present a general method for solving the boundary
value problem of holomorphic functions if the conformal mapping from regions in the
planes za to the unit circle in the plane £Q is known. Unfortunately, as Gao pointed out
in [29], up to now there are only two known conformal mappings, i.e., for an ellipse and
for a half-plane, associated with Stroh's formalism.

Acknowledgments. The authors are greatly indebted to Prof. T. C. T. Ting, of
University of Illinois at Chicago, for most valuable discussions and several illuminating
comments. We would like to thank the reviewer for many useful suggestions.

Appendix.

Theorem. Matrices K„ (n > 2) are positive Hermitian, where

Kn = A" FA" -A^FA+,

A+ = al + ibP,
A_ = al — ibP,

P = diag(pi,p2,P3),

F = zB XB

First introduce some lemmas.

Lemma 1. F is positive Hermitian, i.e.,

—iBTB T = iB1®.

The proof of Lemma 1 can be found [22].

Lemma 2. C*GC is positive or semi-positive Hermitian if G is positive or semi-positive
Hermitian and C is a nonsingular matrix, where the superscript * stands for the transpose
and the complex conjugate.

Lemma 2 is obvious. Now we come to prove the following lemma.
—T

Lemma 3. Ki is semi-positive Hermitian, and the null vector of Ki is B J.
Proof. Substituting (A.1)2,3 into (A.l)i for n = 1 yields

Kj = A_FA_ - A+FA+
= (al - z&P)F(aI + ibP) - (al + t&P)F(aI - ibP) (A.2)
= 2iab(FP — PF).

Using (A. 1)5 and Lemma 1, (A.2) becomes

Ki = -2a6B"1(BPBT + BPBt)B"T. (A.3)
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According to [19],
BPBT + BPBt = N3. (A.4)

It is shown in [19] that — N3 is positive semi-definite, and its rank is two and —N3 has
the following form: "* 0 *"

-N3 = 0 0 0 (A.5)
* 0 *

where the * denotes a possibly nonzero element. From (A.5) we know the null vector of
N3 is

J = (0,1,0)T. (A.6)

Thus from (A.3), (A.5), and Lemma 2, Lemma 3 is proved.

Lemma 4.
Kn+i = a2Kn + ft2PK„P + + A"KXA"). (A.7)

Proof. From (A.l)i we have

Kn+1 = (ol - ibP)An_FAn_(al + ibP) - (al + *6P)A"FA™ (al - tfcP),

or

(A.8)
Kn+i = a2{A™ FA_ - A"FA+} + 62P{AnFA_ - A^FA™}P

- iab{PA!!FA™. - A™FA^P + PA"FA" - A^FA™P}.

Since A+, A_, and P commute, (A.8) leads to (A.7).

Lemma 5. K2 is positive Hermitian.
Proof. For n = 1, (A.7) gives

K2 = a2 Kx + 62PKxP + i(A_KxA^ + A^A^). (A.9)

In order to prove the lemma it will be sufficient from Lemma 3 and (A.9) that Ki and
PKiP have no common null vector.

Suppose Kj and PKiP have a common null vector. From Lemma 3, we know that
the null vectors of Ki and PKiP are, respectively,

BTJ and P"1BTJ,

where J is defined in (A.6). This means

—T  1—T
B J = A P B J

or
BtJ = AP_1BTJ

or
B21
B21
B23

= A
rJ~B21

Pi ZL
—B22
P2 ZZ
— ^23L P3

(A.10)
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It is assumed in this paper that Pi,P2,Ps are distinct. Thus (A.10) holds, when only one
of B2\, B22, B23 is nonzero. Since [2],

B\a = -paB2a (a = 1, 2,3),

if B21 is the only nonzero element,

B =
-p\B2\ 0 0

B21 0 0
B31 B32 B33

which is singular. This leads to a contradiction since B is nonsingular. The same
contradiction is obtained if B22 or S23 is the only nonzero element.

Proof of the theorem. Since K2 is positive Hermitian, we assume that Kn (n > 2) is
positive Hermitian. From the recurrence formula (A.7) we obtain that Kn+1 will also be
positive Hermitian. By the mathematical induction method, K„ (n > 2) are all positive
Hermitian.
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